2000 toyota tundra ignition coil

Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Mods starting
Removing Drop-in Plastic Bed. Post Reply. I have a 5. I am retired and drive it sparingly. It has
had about four coil and spark plug failures. I have replaced all of the coils and spark plugs once.
Given the above, would you consider the life normal? Flint Sage , Jan 13, New member!
Welcome from Houston as well! Thank you for your Service! Let's see your ride! Flint Sage [OP]
likes this. What about spark plugs wires??? Hopefully someone else will chime in to assist. I
can only comment on how your truck is getting older, and is stationary for long periods. Rubber
deteriorates over time, and this can be part of the problem, but this is a stretch if you ask me.
Did you happen to notice any animal infestation like mice? Sounds like you have a little slice of
heaven with that old of a truck with such low miles. Maybe some of the other more
knowledgeable members will chime in. ColoradoTJ , Jan 13, Welcome from Ohio! Prostar , Jan
13, Welcome to the best forum Wow, 10 year old truck with approximately 2, annual miles!!!!!
Les , Jan 13, Black Wolf , Jan 13, That does not sound normal to me at all. Is it different
cylinders when they fail, or repeats on the same cylinder? No engine oil leaking into the spark
plug tubes? I wash the engine off when I wash the truck which is maybe once a year. This is not
a serious wash I just had another spark plug fail this week, and the old one looks like new. See
photo of old one. The first plug was replaced by the dealer in under an extended warranty the
previous had. I have replaced all of the remaining coils and plugs myself. None of the plugs or
coils I have put in have failed yet. I do live near Houston where the humidity is high and I
generally back the truck up daily to work in my garage and park it under with the hood shaded.
No it hasn't been in a flood. The history is as follows I don't see a pattern of a spark plug failure
causing the coil to fail or visa versa. Not that it is of value, but the failures always happen at
about 50 mpg after about fifteen minutes of driving. You would swear that a wheel is about to
fall off until it settles out. This is the only remaining factory spark plug or coil. I don't know if I
am getting oil to the plugs in the inside of the engine, but the engine doesn't leak oil at all. Flint
Sage , Jan 14, Black Wolf likes this. Black Wolf , Jan 14, Flint Sage [OP] and Slayer like this.
Check this article out. Also do another general google search for causes to spark plug failures
Les , Jan 14, The only somewhat related issue I had was a leaking valve cover gasket at 90k that
caused oil to get on one of the plugs. Hey guys, I"m a long time lurker here so I had to start
posting somewhere. I bought a used a couple of months ago and I'm really enjoying it so far. I
was in a Ram for 13 years and am loving my Toy so far. It's made driving enjoyable again for
me. I've been fixing these things for years and it is a super common failure item on all different
kinds of vehicles. It's a fairly simple job on the Tundra to change out the plugs and or coils.
Prob 45 mins for all eight with hand tools. I believe that the coil on plug ignition systems are
susceptible to moisture build up in the spark plug tubes. When a warm engine cools off in
humid weather it will condense water everywhere and it will build up in the tubes around the
plugs and coil boots. As soon as the spark escapes the plug boot and finds an easier path to
ground, other than through the spark plug, it will burn a carbon trail and that will be the new
path to ground for that cylinder causing a misfire. I always use a gob of Die-electric grease
inside the coil boots to try to make it harder for the spark to find another path to ground. It
sounds like the lack of use would be a major contributing factor to the build up of moisture and
then possible corrosion inside the spark plug tubes. You really need some long term heat build
up to almost boil that excessive moisture off the engine. It sounds to me like Flint needs a
regimen of removing the coils on a regular basis yearly to dry out the spark plug tubes and
apply Die-electric grease to the boots. Typically the coils don't fail but get burnt on the bottoms
where the plug boots rest. I've literally fixed vehicles with just the grease application. I hope this
helps a little. Gatire , Jan 14, Die-electric grease is relatively inexpensive and anti-seize when
changing out. Flint Sage [OP] and Les like this. Looks for a dielectric grease without fluorine,
fluorine from what I think I recall seeing "wears" down the rubber on the ignition coil boot.
Sometimes the boot also loses its "tension" near the bottom where it rests with the hex of the
plug. So sometime the coil itself is not bad, meaning the internal windings and such. Sometimes
it could just be the boot ie pin size hole causing an issues. Thanks for all of the advice. I plan to
use the dielectric grease for the rubber part. Based on your comments, I suspect now that I am
a victim of Tomball's near Houston humidity and lack of warm-up when I drive it out in the
morning and back in the evening. Overnight, gaseous water condenses inside the coil and stays
there. Most trucks have sufficient runtime to boil the water out before it stays long. Those who
don't live in humid areas would be amazed at how tools in an unconditioned space rust. You
may recall that the airbag issue with Tanaka was more severe in the South. I am guessing they
have the same sort of issue. The coils are not hard to replace, but, for me, a mechanic's son,
most jobs take at least an hour each because I do them all separately and never have the right
tool. One thing I struggled with initially was getting the connector off of the coil. Is there any

harm with putting dielectric grease in the electrical connector? Thanks for all of the kind advice.
I have another mystery with the truck that I won't include in this thread. Flint Sage , Jan 15,
Black Wolf , Slayer , Wvmoonshiner and 1 other person like this. Black Wolf , Jan 15, Show
Ignored Content. Quick Charge 3. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Cllena Car 12V 24V to
5V 3. Aluminum 5. Viair 88P Portable Air Compressor. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Russia- Land-Cruiser. Calendar New events. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Word Count:. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. When to replace Ignition coils. Joined Nov 4, Messages 10, Location Colorado. As our
series fleet ages we're seeing more ignition coil failures. Is there a certain mileage or age where
our series with the 2UZ-FE engine are seeing the need to replace one or more ignition coils?
Such as age, climate condition, bad spark plugs or improper gap, spark plug tube gasket oil
leak, under or over voltage or anything you consider could be a contributing factor. Sure we
need to change coils when we get the P series code suggesting a miss firing coil. Just swap
coils to confirm code moves to different cylinder as expected, then replace bad coil. If not
confirmed, then work through diagnostic tree. In some cases we've seen coil replacement
correct a poor running engine issue such as rough idle, without the CEL check engine light or
any code being stored. Can it be that weak coils are robbing us of performance, but have yet to
cross the point of giving a code. Would periodic testing with specialize equipment see: Coil on
Plug ignition video below be a good PM, especially if performance or MPG drops. Here are some
questions to consider: What are some of the reasons for coil failure? Should all coils be replace
once one fails? Should we do a complete coil replacement as a PM at some point? Do coils
weaken over time reducing engine performance, what the best test to reveal this? Aftermarket
or OEM coils? Seem to be three camps on the issue of COP. Along with notable improving in
performance with those that have replaced all 8. The implication here is, coils do weaken and
rob engine of performance, before failing. We've also seen a few reports of a drop in MPG after
changing spark plugs. Could we be damaging coils while removing or could there be some
issue with matching old with new?? Which camp are you in and why??? Last edited: Mar 20,
Joined Jan 27, Messages 28 Location Nevada. Got P Replace with Toyota OEM from dealer.
Since then 2 years I have had no issues. Acquired replacements when I can find them on sale.
OEM or Denso I think they are equivalent. I plan on swapping them all when i do a tune up this
summer at 90K and keep the old ones as spare parts. Now that I know how to deal with the
issue I am prepared and not really concerned when it happens. Original and replaced with
aftermarket. Joined May 29, Messages 3, Location no. I would replaced as needed. My friends
2UZ is pushing k with original coils. Joined Oct 17, Messages Keep a couple and replace when
they go out. I developed a misfire one day, no light. They checked it and found a code on 4, so I
bought a coil and installed it but no luck. I brought it in several months later with a light, finally
and they found it on 6, I switched the coil to 6 and problem solved. It was an exciting day!!! I had
no light for months though, driving around, sputtering like an old clunker. My LX has , miles on
it. Last week I was driving around town and the truck started to run rough and the engine light
started blinking. I knew one of the cyclenders was not firing. I got home and checked codes. I
swapped the 1 and 2 coils with positions 3 and 4. Then the error read bad coil number 3. I
replace the coil 3 with a Denso coil from a big box automotive store and the truck drove great. A
few days later, the truck has skipped and hesitated in the lower RPMs. After a day of this it
finally threw a code on coil 1. I replaced it with another Denso. I did notice that the rubber boot
had a crack in it. I think that it may have been shorting out threw the crack in the boot. Just a
thought. I am going to keep an extra coil on hand for future failures. I replaced mine the same
week I did the timing belt and related components. I figured at k they were due, and I firmly
believe in preventative maintenance, not waiting for them to fail and replace them one at a time.
I gained back about 2 mpg on average and the truck does run smoother. Had replaced all plugs
with Denso Irridiums 10k prior. Swapped 1 and 7 Coil packs and cleared codes. Restarted
engine and only P remained pending. Replaced all coil packs with chinese made. Codes
disappeared. I should have replaced the coil packs at the same time I replaced the plugs. One
coil pack 5 was flooded by engine oil by leaking at the valve cover seal but did not cause a
code. Seals were hard. Owned and operated in Southern California. Last edited: Feb 1, Joined
Jan 14, Messages Engine now runs better than before ever. Carry 1 spare, though I'm worried
about 5 as it looks like toughest one to replace in field from a brief look, especially if a cold day.
Joined Jul 25, Messages Location Bluegrass state. Are these the ones from Ebay? I been

wondering if these cheap ones are better than my 7 old coil packs 1 was replaced by PO last yr ,
and maybe would improve my mpg. I am thinking to just keep the old ones for spare. How long
have you have these coil packs? Thanks Chris. I've only
2008 bmw 328xi manual
2000 nissan xterra starter relay location
da9 headlights
had them in for a week - so far so good! Are they better than the 7 old ones? I would say a
resounding "YES! Good to hear, I just recieved these today for my 2 and 5. Got the same ones
from amazon, working good. Trunk Monkey Moderator. Replace them when they fail. Jeppers
said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Rough Idle In Gear topic beaten
to death, but I'm still stumped. Replies 8 Views Aug 17, mitchclem. Replacing Ignition Coils and
Spark Plugs. Replies 18 Views Apr 26, Clunky. P, pulled ignition coil and spark plug came with
it. What now? Replies 11 Views Dec 4, suboptimusprime. Another Misfire Thread - LX Replies 39
Views 2K. Nov 15, JlinLX. Nov 22, JunkCrzr Users who are viewing this thread. Log in Your
username or email address. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom.

